Vocalizations of cetaceans form a key component of their social interactions. Such vocalization activity is driven by the behavioral states of the whales, which are not directly observable, so that latent-state models are natural candidates for modeling empirical data on vocalizations. In this paper, we use hidden Markov models to analyze calling activity of long-finned pilot whales (Globicephala melas) recorded over three years in the Vestfjord basin off Lofoten, Norway. Baseline models are used to motivate the use of three states, while more complex models are fit to study the influence of covariates on the state-switching dynamics. Our analysis demonstrates the potential usefulness of hidden Markov models in concisely yet accurately describing the stochastic patterns found in animal communication data, thereby providing a framework for drawing meaningful biological inference.
the field has not accepted a standard statistical methodology to analyze whale and dolphin sound production rates as a function of behavior state or social respectively environmental context. Methods in most common use range from t-tests, ANOVA and Chi-square tests or non-parametric equivalents to regression models (Deecke et al. 2005 , Filatova et al. 2009 , Foote et al. 2004 , Lemon et al. 2006 , Luís et al. 2014 , Oleson et al. 2007 , Sjare and Smith 1986 , from simple linear models to those incorporating smooth terms, random effects and generalized estimating equations (Quick and Janik 2008 , DeRuiter et al. 2013 , Di Iorio and Clark 2010 , Stimpert et al. 2015 , Visser et al. 2016 . Other authors use randomization-based methods Solow 2008, Miller et al. 2009 ) or machine-learning classification methods such as random forest decision trees [Henderson et al. 2012] . While some authors have suggested the use of state-switching models for animal call rate data (e.g. Kershenbaum et al. 2014 ) few studies have pursued this approach to demonstrate its strengths: it deals naturally with the time-series nature of the call rate data, and does not require pre-classification of behavioral states. State-switching models, including the hidden Markov models (HMMs) described here, can in fact provide a comprehensible modern approach to handle the complex biological problem of describing animal vocalization patterns.
Time series data on vocalization behavior typically exhibit periods of high vocalization activity but also periods that are silent, or have very low call rates. It is intuitive to assume that behavioral states are the main drivers underlying these alternating bouts of high and low vocal activity. However, the behavioral states of the individual whales are usually not directly observed. This renders HMMs suitable candidates for modeling time series of vocalization rate data. Within an HMM, each observation is assumed to be a realization of one of a finite set of distributions. The different distributions can be interpreted as proxies for the different behavioral states of an individual (or a group of individuals, as many recording methods preclude assignment of calls to individual whales). A Markov chain selects which distribution is active at any time, thereby inducing dependence at the observation level, and in particular allowing for the tendency of particular vocalization behaviors to appear in clusters. The combination of intuitive appeal and mathematical tractability renders HMMs promising statistical tools for the modeling of data on vocalization behavior. Moreover, HMMs allow for the incorporation of additional covariates, which could for example influence the transitioning between states and thus lead to changes in the stochastic description of the vocalization activity.
HMMs are becoming increasingly popular in ecology, having been applied, inter alia, to animal movement data (see, e.g., Langrock et al. 2012) , to accelerometer data from animalborne data-loggers (see, e.g., Broekhuis et al. 2014) in capture-recapture studies (see, e.g., Johnson et al. 2016) , within distance sampling, (see, e.g., Borchers et al. 2013) , to occupancy data (see, e.g., Gimenez et al. 2014) , to data on feeding behavior (Schliehe-Diecks et al. 2012) and to data on diving behavior of whales [DeRuiter et al. 2016] .
Our main aim is to make inferential statements about the stochastic structure of the vocalization activity of pilot whales, including in particular the potential effect of relevant explanatory variables related to their social behavior. In the pursuit of this aim, we describe in detail a general method for modeling animal communication data, which provides a powerful addition to the tool kit of bioacousticians and ethologists.
II. DATA
Data on the behavior of long-finned pilot whales (Globicephala melas) was gathered during field work carried out on the research vessel M/S Strønstad in the Vestfjord basin off Lofoten, Norway (66 • -70 • N latitude) in May/June of and 2010 (Kvadsheim et al. 2009 . Acoustic data from groups of pilot whales was recorded using suction-cup-attached archival tags (DTAGs; Johnson and Tyack 2003) attached to one member of the group. For each observation, concurrent with the tag recordings, group-level surface behavioral param-eters of the tagged whale's group were recorded by two dedicated observers on the research vessel, which was following the whales at a distance of 100-400 m. This resulted in a total of 7 data sets ranging in duration from 40 minutes to 9 hours. Due to the long intervals between tagging events, the data sets can reasonably be assumed to be independent.
The stereo sound recordings from the DTAGs (16-bit resolution at 96 or 192 kHz) were used to analyze the patterns in whales' vocal behavior. Call start times were identified visually in spectrograms (Blackman-Harris window, 4096 sample FFT, 75% overlap, 180 dB dynamic range) by experienced analysts, marked using Adobe Audition 2.0, and the total number of calls per 2-minute interval was recorded.
FIG. 1:
Call rates of whale calls by data set. The x−axis gives the observation number of the 2-minute intervals. Bottom right plot shows the empirical autocorrelation function (ACF) of the whale call counts for the 6th data set. The dotted blue line gives a 95% confidence interval for the expected value of the ACF in the case of independent observations.
In terms of behavioral data collection, a focal group was defined as the group of individuals in closer proximity to the tagged whale and each other than to other individuals in the area.
The focal area was defined as the 200 m radius around the tagged individual. Information on 9 group-level parameters was collected using scan sampling -a technique used to obtain data from a large number of group members, by observing them each in turn, so that within a very short period the record approaches a simultaneous sample of all individuals (Altmann 1974) . These parameters, quantifying the degree of group aggregation, cohesion and surface activities, are: 1) group size, 2) number of individuals in the focal area, 3) number of groups, 4) distance to the nearest other group (6 categories: < 50 m, 50-100 m, 100-200 m, 200-500 m, 500-1000 m, none in sight), 5) individual spacing (distance between individuals in the focal group; 5 categories: very tight (< 1 body lengths (BL)), tight (1-3 BL), loose (3-15 BL), very loose (> 15 BL) and solitary (no other individual in focal area and/or distant from nearest neighbor)), 6) logging (in which a whale floats at the sea surface; 2 categories: absent, present), 7) spyhops (in which a whale's head emerges vertically from the water; 2 categories: absent, present), 8) synchrony (3 categories: low, medium, high) and 9) milling (in which whales swim slowly and without a consistent direction at the surface; 2 categories: absent, present). Parameters were recorded at 2-minute intervals, or at first surfacing of the tagged individual following dives longer than 2 minutes. Hence, group-level behavior was sampled when the tagged individual was visible at the surface. See Visser et al. [2014] for more details on the focal follow protocol. Figure 1 shows the call rates in each of the 7 data sets, emphasizing also that the data sets have different durations. The figure shows cycles of high and low rates, which are indicative of changes in behavior. The bottom right plot in Figure 1 , which shows the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) applied to the longest data set (data set 6), indicates that the call rates are correlated in time. The ACFs for the other data sets, except for the ones with very few observations, exhibit a similar pattern (not reported here). The serial correlation stems from the fact that there is persistence in the behaviors observed: for example, when animals are producing many calls, they tend to continue doing so for multiple consecutive two-minute intervals. There is also overdispersion in the call rates, as confirmed by comparing the sample mean (8.5) and sample variance (140.6) of the total call rates.
Therefore, mixture models, which account for the fact that different latent (behavioral) states lead to different patterns in the observed data, constitute a natural approach to modeling the data. Independent mixture models can capture the overdispersion, but do not account for the serial correlation in the time series. Therefore, we will consider HMMs, which are also given time interval, is assumed to be the realization of one of N distributions. We will assume that the N state-dependent distributions are from the family of negative binomial (NB) distributions because it can handle overdispersion within the state-dependent distribution.
The state process, denoted by S t , t = 1, . . . , n, takes values from 1 to N and determines which of the N distributions the observation X t is drawn from. The choice of N can be based on formal model selection criteria, pragmatic considerations or a combination of both;
see Section III.D. The Markov property is assumed for the state process, so that that S t depends only on the previous state variable S t−1 . The two components of an HMM with their dependence structure are visualized in Figure 2 .
A. Baseline model
We begin by formulating a baseline model for calling activity, before building up complexity below by including relevant covariate information. For the baseline model, the state transition probabilities, γ ij = Pr(S t = j|S t−1 = i), are assumed to be constant over time, in other words the Markov chain is homogeneous. The transition probabilities are summarized in the N × N transition probability matrix (t.p.m.):
Note that N j=1 γ ij = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , N , that is, each row of the t.p.m. sums to unity. Particularly in the ecological literature, Bayesian inference based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling has often been implemented for the purpose of estimating the parameters of state-switching models conceptually similar to the one defined above, especially in the field of animal movement modeling; influential examples include the work of Morales et al. [2004] and Jonsen et al. [2005] . While certainly feasible in many cases, such approaches tend to involve a very high computational cost, rendering the analysis of longer time series very time intensive. We discuss and implement a maximum likelihood approach instead, primarily because of the associated low computational cost (but see the discussion section).
In order to calculate the likelihood of an observed time series x 1 , . . . , x n , all possible state sequences that might have given rise to the observations need to be considered. A brute force approach, separately considering all N n possible state sequences, is clearly not feasible in general. Fortunately, there is a much more efficient way of considering the different trajectories the state process might have taken, namely via the application of the recursive scheme called the forward algorithm (see, e.g., Zucchini et al. 2016 ). This algorithm effectively traverses along the time series, updating the likelihood at every step while maintaining all relevant information on the state process. In particular, it uses the forward probabilities, defined as:
Exploiting the dependence structure, we see that these can be recursively updated:
which in matrix notation gives the forward recursion
where P (x t ) is an N × N diagonal matrix with the conditional probability mass functions
.., N , on the main diagonal. The initial calculation is
where δ is a row vector with the initial state distribution of the Markov chain.
Repeated application of the forward recursion constitutes the forward algorithm, which leads to the following matrix product expression for the likelihood:
where 1 is a column vector of ones and θ denotes the vector with the parameters to be estimated. For the baseline model these include the N × (N − 1) transition probabilities and the N × q parameters of the N state-dependent distributions with q parameters each.
In our specific example, we assume that p i (x t ) is a negative binomial distribution probability mass function with q = 2 parameters -state-specific size, n i , and mean, µ i , i.e.:
(
Here Γ(·) denotes the gamma function. For a homogeneous state process, it is usually adequate to assume that the process is in equilibrium, also called "steady state", when we start observing it, since the actual behavioral process will already have been active for quite some time. The initial distribution then is assumed to be the equilibrium (stationary) distribution.
In this case δ can be calculated as the solution to the equation system δ (I N − Γ + U) = 1 , where I N is an N × N identity matrix and U is an N × N matrix of ones [Zucchini et al. 2016 ]. The homogeneity assumption will however be relaxed in the next section, in which case δ will need to be estimated.
To illustrate how the likelihood function is constructed, consider a two-state HMM with t.p.m.
Suppose that the two state-dependent distributions are negative binomials with p i (x) given in (1), with parameters (µ 1 , n 1 ) and (µ 2 , n 2 ), respectively. When the Markov chain is in equilibrium at the start of the time series, then δ = 1/(γ 12 + γ 21 )(γ 21 , γ 12 ) (the stationary distribution). In the first data set the call rates are given by (19,0,. . .,0) (where the dots do not indicate zeros, but general observations which we do not detail here for reasons of space). The corresponding likelihood is:
To fit an HMM of the type described above, we first assume that the data from the seven tags are generated by the same stochastic process, i.e. we pool the information from the seven tags and fit a single model to them, assuming parameters to be identical across the different series observed. This is a strong simplifying assumption, which could be relaxed in cases where longer time-series of data are available for each individual (or group) under observation (DeRuiter et al. 2016 , Zucchini et al. 2016 .
Under the assumption of independence of the seven time-series, the joint log-likelihood is the sum of the seven individual log-likelihoods. This joint log-likelihood is maximized numerically, using Newton-Raphson-type optimization in the statistical software R, using [Zucchini et al. 2016 ].
The row constraints on the t.p.m., i.e. γ ij ∈ [0, 1],
. . , N , can be dealt with by using a multinomial logistic link function:
where y t = (1, y 1,t , ..., y k,t ) is a vector with the k covariates at time t and β ij is a k + 1 column vector with coefficients to be estimated. Note that multiplying the numerator and the denominator in (2) by a suitably chosen non-zero constant would yield a different set of parameters β without changing the transition probability. Thus, for identifiability reasons, we set β ii = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N -this is standard practice in multinomial logit modeling (McFadden 1984) . The number of parameters in the t.p.m. increases compared to the
The baseline model is a special case of this model, in which all covariate coefficients are zero. Note that when covariates influence the transition probabilities, the Markov chain is no longer homogeneous. In particular, we can no longer assume the state process to be stationary, so the initial state distribution needs to be estimated together with the other model parameters. Apart from the change in the construction of the t.p.m., the calculation of the log-likelihood function and its maximization proceed as described above.
Here, we specifically consider the influence of whale social behavior as covariates on the probability of transitions between states, under the assumption that relevant whale activities provide some information about the whales' underlying behavioral state (or more specifically, the likelihood that they will transition between states). We next consider transformations of the available covariate data.
C. Aggregating covariates
All the covariates considered in this analysis come from the focal follow data. As mentioned in Section II in total there are 9 social behavior metrics of potential interest: Group size, Number in focal area, Number of groups, Distance to the nearest group, Number logging, Number of spyhops, Spacing, Synchrony and Milling. Inclusion of such a large number of variables would lead to heavily parameterized models, which in turn leads to model fitting limitations given the moderate sample size of call rates. In addition, the covariates are unlikely to be fully independent of one another, so including all of them is not efficient in terms of number of parameters required to improve the model fit, while still allowing for biologically meaningful inference. One way to cope with this problem is to use multivariate data analysis methods to aggregate the data in such a way that a large amount of the information from the social behavior parameters is preserved, while the number of variables is reduced. Before aggregation, we first divide the 9 variables into clusters, which relate to different aspects of the whales' behavior. The goal is to create a synthetic variable for each cluster and in that way to reduce the dimensionality of the data.
In particular, we consider three groups:
• The resulting synthetic variable is labeled Aggregation. A problem associated with this synthetic variable is that, like all PCA results, its values can be difficult to interpret.
The synthetic variable for Surface activities is created in a simple way. It is constructed by adding the two binary variables. Consequently, it takes the value 2 if both logging events and spyhops are observed, 1 if only one of these is observed and 0 otherwise. In that way this synthetic variable has a simple interpretation (no activity, one activity or two activities).
A similar procedure to that used for Aggregation is applied to Cohesion. However, since the cluster contains only categorical variables, a standard MCA is applied. Using generalized singular value decomposition of the centered indicator matrix of the levels of the variables Spacing, Synchrony and Milling, the standard MCA assigns a coefficient (loading)
to each factor level [Chavent et al. 2014] . In that way, the synthetic variable Cohesion is built as a sum of the three coefficients for each combination of factor levels of the three variables. Table I gives the coefficients (rounded to 2 digits) from the MCA. In addition to the three synthetic variables, we also consider the variable Spacing from the original dataset as a potential covariate. The goal is to assess the gains (in terms of model fitting) of using the synthetic variable as opposed to using a single variable from the cluster.
Additionally, for the Spacing covariate we consider a "time to change" (TTCh) variable. It measures the absolute value of time (in minutes) to the nearest change in group behavior (whether the nearest change occurs before or after the current time-bin). The idea behind the introduction of such a variable is that the whales may change their communication intensity both before and after a change in behavior, in order to coordinate their behavior before, during and after the change. (TTCh variables could potentially be defined for the synthetic variables as well, but like the synthetic variables themselves will be more difficult to interpret.)
In order to choose between different candidate models, we consult two model selection criteria. The first one is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), BIC = −2 log + p log n tot , where log is the joint log-likelihood for the seven data sets, p is the number of parameters estimated, i.e. the length of the vector θ, and n tot is the total number of observations, 966 in our case.
In addition to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), we consider the cross-validated likelihood method [Smyth 2000 ]. The objective of the cross-validation approach is to estimate the out-of-sample performance of a model. To this end, the method divides the sample in two groups: a training sample and a validation sample. The model is fitted to the training sample and, using the estimated parameters, the likelihood of the validation sample is calculated. In our case, since when the data consists of seven independent data time-series, the application of the method is straightforward (see Celeux and Durand 2008 , for methods developed for a single sequence). Here, one data set (validation sample) is set aside and the model is fitted to the remaining six (training sample). Next the likelihood of the validation sample is calculated using the fitted model. The procedure is repeated for the remaining six data sets and the mean over the seven cross-validated likelihoods is obtained. The greater the mean cross-validated likelihood of a model, the better its fit compared to the competing models.
In ecological applications, formal model selection approaches tend to favor fairly complex models, in particular those with numbers of states that are often higher than would be expected a priori. For example, some states may be included essentially only as a way of compensating for the relative simplicity of the model formulation, compared to the actual ecological process. An example of this phenomenon is described in Langrock et al. [2015] , where simple parametric state-dependent distributions were not flexible enough to capture the shape of the patterns observed within clearly defined, biologically meaningful states, hence leading to an overly complex state architecture (with seven states, where three or four seemed much more biologically reasonable). Standard model selection criteria such as BIC may also fail to identify a suitable, biologically reasonable number of states in the presence of within-day variation which is not explicitly accounted for in the model, or a nonMarkovian correlation structure of the state sequence. Therefore, while considering formal model selection criteria, we also rely on biological intuition and pragmatic considerations.
E. Model checking
In addition to applying model selection criteria to select a model, we use ordinary pseudoresidual plots to assess the goodness-of-fit of the HMM. Following Zucchini et al. [2016] , for an observation x t we calculate the respective normal pseudo-residual segments [z
where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, x −t is a vector of all observations except for x t and X −t is defined in a similar way in terms of the random vector of process variables.
When x t = 0, i.e. the smallest value an NB distributed random variable can take, we set z − t to be −∞. Plotting the segments allows us to identify outliers. These would be segments lying entirely within the top or bottom (α/2) % of their respective distributions, with some significance level α. An increased number of outliers indicates an inadequacy of the fit, as does any deviation from normality in the distribution of the pseudo-residuals, or residual autocorrelation. For the model with covariates in the t.p.m., a direct interpretation of the parameters in β ij is not straightforward because the effect of the covariate on the transition probabilities is a nonlinear function of the parameters in the t.p.m. A pairwise comparison of the transition probabilities in each row is possible, for example using odds ratios. However, the latter do not provide information about the net effect of the covariate on the probabilities. In our view, a more informative approach in describing the effect of a covariate on the t.p.m. is to examine the stationary (or equilibrium) distribution assuming the covariate is fixed at a certain level [Patterson et al. 2009 ]. This provides information on the marginal behavior of the model given the chosen value of the covariate and the estimated coefficients. Comparing the results for different fixed levels allows us to draw conclusions about the influence of the respective covariate. Confidence intervals for the stationary distributions can be calculated using the delta method [Oehlert 1992 ]. More precisely, for the asymptotic variance of the estimateδ considered as a function of a vector with all estimated β ij coefficients, sayβ, and a value of the covariate y, we have
, where
with the entries in Γ(β, y), a function of the estimated parametersβ and y, given in (2).
β is asymptotically normally distributed and so isδ. The derivatives f (β, y) can be calculated numerically, whereas V ar(β) can be estimated by inverting the Hessian matrix of the parameters.
We can also calculate the transition probabilities for set covariate values, in order to gain insights about how likely the whales are to switch states under certain conditions.
G. Viterbi algorithm
For a given fitted model, the state sequence underlying the observations can be decoded using the Viterbi algorithm. The method gives the most likely sequence of the hidden states given the data. In particular, it seeks the sequence s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n that maximizes the conditional probability:
or, equivalently:
Viterbi is a recursive algorithm for solving this optimization problem [Zucchini et al. 2016 ].
The state sequences underlying the seven data sets can be decoded separately, due to the independence assumption.
IV. RESULTS
A. Baseline models
As a preliminary step towards fitting our main model, we fit NB HMMs with up to 5
states. The aim is to gain a rough idea of the number of states before we consider covariates in the models. Table II 
B. Models with covariates
We fit five 3-state NB models, each with one covariate: either spacing, spacing TTCh or one of the three synthetic variables. Conceptually it would be straightforward to extend our model formulation to fit models with additional covariates, but given the small size of the current data set, we limited ourselves to one covariate at a time to avoid numerical instability in the fitting process. Results are given in Table III TABLE III: Model selection criteria for 3-states NB HMM models with 1 covariate. llk gives the maximum log likelihood, while C-V stands for mean cross-validated (log) likelihood.
Both model selection criteria (BIC and cross-validation) choose the NB model with Cohesion as the best-performing one-covariate model. It also outperforms the baseline 3-state model (cf . Table II) . These results indicate that group cohesion influences the probabilities of transitioning from one call-rate state to the others. Comparing Spacing with Cohesion shows that aggregating information from the cluster variables in the synthetic variables brings improvement in the fit as opposed to considering only one variable from the cluster.
To support this statement, we additionally fitted models with only Synchrony and Milling, respectively. We do not report the results here to keep the overview of the models simple, but note that no individual covariate improved the fit compared to the model with the corresponding synthetic variable. We note that, according to both model selection criteria, the TTCh (time to change in Spacing) variable results in a considerable improvement compared to Spacing, which underlines the potential importance of TTCh variables.
Before considering the fitted model and associated interpretations in more detail, we assess the fit using pseudo-residuals (Figure 3 ). There are very few outliers and no clear patterns over time, and thus no evidence of any notable lack of fit.
FIG. 3:
Pseudo-residual segments in each data set. The x−axis gives the observation number of the 2-minute intervals. Here α is set to 1% and the solid lines give the 99.5 %-and the 0.5%-quantiles of the standard normal distribution. Intervals going to −∞ have been truncated to −4 to facilitate plotting. Table IV gives the estimates of the two parameters, mean and size, of the NB distributions within each of the three states of the 3-state HMM with Cohesion as a covariate. Judging by the mean values, we could label state 1 as "low call rate", state 2 as "medium call rate"
and state 3 as "high call rate". The state-dependent distributions are additionally plotted in Figure 4 . The fitted NB distributions look plausible. The estimated covariate-dependent t.p.m. is As mentioned earlier, a direct interpretation of the Markov chain parameters is difficult.
Therefore, we examine the stationary distributions and the transition probabilities for fixed levels of Cohesion as suggested in Patterson et al. [2009] . The choice of values at which to fix the Cohesion variable is based on the data. In particular, we observe that in 562 out of 966 observations (around 60%), Synchrony takes the value 'Medium' and Milling is 'Absent'. Thus, for the calculation of the synthetic variable we fix Synchrony and Milling to these levels and allow only Spacing to vary. In that way we examine the behavior of the stationary distribution and the t.p.m. for all five different levels of Spacing.
We start with the stationary distribution ( Figure 5 ). Moving from 'Very Loose' to 'Very Tight' spacing, the probability of being in the state associated with fewest calls increases while the probabilities of being in the states with moderate or high numbers of calls, respectively, gradually decrease. While the probability of being in state 1 (lowest call rate) is around 20% when spacing is very loose, it increases to 60% when whales are very close to each other. A natural interpretation is that there is less need for further vocalization-mediated coordination when the whales are already very close to one another.
FIG. 6:
Between-state transition probabilities for different values of spacing, synchrony and milling fixed to medium and absent, respectively.
The rates of transition between states are given in Figure 6 . When whales are in the medium-(state 2) or high-call-rate states (state 3), the between-state transition probabilities change little when spacing changes. On the other hand, the probability of switching from state 1 to state 2 seems to be heavily influenced by spacing. In particular, it takes a relatively high value (23.4%) when the whales are very loose, but drops drastically (4%) when the whales are close to each other. Overall, the pilot whales are more likely to leave the low-call-rate state when they are very loosely spaced, and much more likely to stay in this relatively-silent state when they are tightly spaced.
Next we consider the results from applying the Viterbi algorithm. Figure 7 
FIG. 7:
Global state decoding for each data set. Blue is for state 1, red for state 2 and pale purple for state 3. The x-axis gives the observation number of the 2-minute intervals.
V.
DISCUSSION
HMMs can be used for classification purposes as well as to draw inferences from the time series data. A detailed discussion of the differences in these two types of applications is provided in Leos-Barajas et al. [2016] . While past studies on toothed whales have concentrated on the former type of application [Brown and Smaragdis 2009 , Clemins and Johnson 2005 , Miller and Isojunno 2013 , the focus of this paper was on the latter. In particular, we aimed at (i) describing the structure of the data-generating process, in addition to (ii) making inferential statements about the transition between behaviors in relation to covariates.
In the pursuit of (i) our methodological approach involved deciding on the number of states in the HMM instead of fixing it a priori. The choice of a 3-state HMM was partly driven by the data, yet still took into account practical as well as biological considerations.
We labeled the three states identified by the HMM as low, medium and high call rates, respectively, according to the mean calls produced in each state, but did not associate them with behavioral states. As noted in Leos-Barajas et al. [2016] , HMMs are only an approximation of the true data-generating process. Consequently, nominal HMM states may or may not have a biologically meaningful interpretation. We note that there is evidence in the literature that different behavioral categories are associated with different call rates.
For example, Taruski [1979] finds a significant difference between the mean call rate produced during milling and the mean call rate produced during transiting. Taruski [1979] also attempts to classify the behavior of pilot whales in three states depending on the level of arousal (low, moderate and high) but concludes that "the concept of arousal level is an inadequate explanation of the variations in [...] calling rate". It is thus reasonable to assume that the three HMM states relate to complex sets of behavioral categories, but without a strict correspondence between particular call rates and specific behaviors.
Regarding (ii) we found that the level of communication (number of calls) is influenced by the distance between individuals. The tighter the group is, the less the whales communicate.
The explanation is straightforward -whales at close distance can use visual and other cues to locate each other and synchronize their behavior. At spacing very tight to tight (1-3 BL), whales can often see each other. At loose spacing, more than 3 BL, coordination becomes more difficult, and acoustic communication is needed to know the location of group members, and synchronize behavior.
Further support for our findings is provided in Weilgart and Whitehead [1990] . Studying different types of pilot whale calls, the authors found significantly positive correlation between most call types and the size of the area over which the focal group was scattered. Thus more calls were produced when the whales were spread over a larger area.
A challenge in the present work was to include as much information as possible from the (relatively large) set of covariates available. The moderate sample size, relative to the number of model parameters and potential covariates, posed fitting limitations. In particular, the chosen 3-state HMM limited the number of covariates that can be included in the model to one. We used MCA, among other methods, to compact part of the covariate data into one synthetic variable. This synthetic variable, Cohesion, provided an adequate fit, while outperforming other candidate models.
In the course of the analysis we investigated another variable of potential interest, namely time to change (TTCh) in group spacing. TTCh was shown to be a better predictor of changes in behavioral state than the underlying behavioral variable (Spacing) but still inferior (in terms of model fit) to the synthetic variable Cohesion. Richer data sets which allow the fit of HMMs with more than one covariate could better elucidate the relative importance of TTCh. However, the initial findings of our study illustrate that call rates vary with social context, with more frequent communication needed not only in association with particular activities and characteristics of the social group, but also at times when those activities or characteristics are shifting.
Our set of covariates consisted of a limited number of social behavioral variables. Other studies have demonstrated the influence of additional variables on the vocalization of delphinids. For example, traveling speed is a variable of potential interest [Henderson et al. 2012 ]. However, including relevant information in the framework of HMMs from a wider set of covariates is a challenging task, which is left for further research.
We note that, as an alternative to our maximum likelihood approach, a Bayesian approach could be used to estimate the parameters. Indeed, NB-HMMs for ecological data have previously been fitted in a Bayesian framework [Spezia et al. 2014] . Bayesian inference for HMMs is usually accomplished using specialized software such as OpenBUGS, JAGS or Stan, which make it relatively straightforward to specify even quite complex state-switching models, and to include prior information in a model. However, fitting such models in a Bayesian framework also comes with technical challenges such as label switching. More importantly, it often involves very slow mixing of Markov Chain Monte Carlo samplers, and model fitting may require days or weeks of computing time. In our experience, maximum likelihood estimation of HMMs tends to be magnitudes faster (see also Zucchini et al. 2016 ).
This was also the main reason for using maximum likelihood estimation within the R package 'moveHMM', which is tailored to analyzing animal movement data using HMMs [Michelot et al. 2016] . Bayesian estimation of the number of states adds a further challenge [Zucchini et al. 2016] . In general, in the absence of a need to incorporate informative prior information in the model, and as long as the likelihood of the desired model can be readily evaluated numerically, a maximum likelihood approach such as the one presented here can be an efficient, effective way to fit HMMs.
HMMs have proven to be an extremely useful tool for modeling animal behavior, and the current paper adds to the increasing literature of successful applications of the models in statistical ecology. HMMs are well suited to modeling scenarios where hidden motivational states drive an observable aspect of animal behavior, in this case the communication within a group of pilot whales measured as call counts. They provide both analytical tractability and the flexibility to modify the baseline model (for example, by including covariates affecting the between-state transition probabilities). For these reasons, HMMs can provide a nuanced quantitative description of animal behavior data, and may prove particularly useful in studies relating sound-production rates to broader behavioral states.
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